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Looking meaner than the 420 bhp V8 powered R8, Audi’s V10 version adds a power 
edge that few will access, but nevertheless savour in the company’s latest sporting 
icon. While the R8 shares its mid mounted V8 with the RS4 sports saloon, the V10 is 
unique to the flagship all-wheel drive supercar. 
This naturally aspirated 5.2 litre engine produces 525 bhp, revving all the way up to 

8,700 rpm while maximum torque of 
530Nm is delivered at 6,500 revs. The 
outcome is a 0-62 mph time of 3.9 
seconds, hitting 124 mph in 12 seconds 
en route to a potential top speed of 196 
mph. In normal road use, this translates 
into exhilarating performance with 
instantaneous throttle response and an 
orchestrated melody of engine sound and 
exhaust note screaming behind the 
driver. 
On fast Continental roads, the car is a 
dream in which to dilute distances with 
the steering wheel change allowing 
fingertip flicking through the optional ‘R 
tronic’ transmission, completing the 
technological excellence of the 
lightweight, mid-engined all-wheel drive 

supercar. 
19-inch wheels carry different widths and profiles front and rear with the load 
distribution sitting 44/56 per cent. 
Ride can be adjusted to suit driver preference and road conditions thanks to the 
‘magnetic ride’ shock absorbers while the standard braking system hauls the speed 
down with overwhelming confidence. However, for those who might prefer to 
occasionally unleash the car’s higher power reserves on track days, optional carbon 
fibre ceramic brakes are also available. 
How good is the car on track? Ask co-driver Alan Mc Nish whose name is 
synonymous with Audi racing success. 
He simply enthuses over the balance of 
the car at higher track speeds and how 
the engineers have maintained the superb 
dynamics of the V8 model despite the 
added cylinders. 
A 90 degree cylinder bank results in a 
low centre of gravity while the engine 
measures just 646 mm in length, 737 
mm in width and 696 mm in height. The 
high rev range of the engine adds further 
appeal complemented by the ‘R tronic’ 
transmission with ‘Launch Control’ for 



non-slip getaways from a standing start. This transmission has a shorter selector lever 
and rocker switches on the steering wheel to give an authentic racing feel. The 
shifting speed varies with requirements and on-track under high loads and maximum 
revs can change gears in one tenth of a second in ‘Manual Sport’ mode – one of four 

choices available across the manual and 
automatic options. 
The increased traction of a 4-wheel drive 
system not only adds to overall security 
on track but also allows power to be laid 
down sooner on exiting a corner 
contributing to overall greater pace. 
While the higher performance edge of 
the car will never be accessed on public 
roads, there is the satisfaction of the 
combined performance and security of 
such a complex yet compact package and 
the sheer driving pleasure it delivers. 
Externally the R8 V10 has refinements to 
its air intakes, and LEDs are used for all 
of the frontal lights including both high 
and low headlight beams. The side 
blades are also flared further outwards 

and the sills are wider. Internally the 2-seater cabin has all the quality Audi hallmarks 
but with enough sporting touches to reinforce the company’s motorsport heritage. 
Overall, the R8 5.2 quattro with ‘R tronic’ sequential shift is listed at £114,400 some 
£21,000 more expensive than the V8 model but offering the ultimate performance car 
from Audi. In both manual and automatic modes the car can top 20 mpg in the official 
combined cycle with servicing recommended at every 19,000 miles or two years. 
The car is covered by Audi’s comprehensive 3-year / 60,000 mile warranty with 12-
years’ anti-perforation guarantee on the aluminium space-frame body. 
 


